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Abstract
Scheduling is one of the eminent activities performed in the environment of cloud computing. Cloud Computing
workloads can be managed efficiently with the scheduling. The aim of implementing scheduling is to increase the profit
by using resources and minimizes execution time of resources with load balancing. Scheduling algorithms are used for
dispensing assets that request them simultaneously and asynchronously. Scheduling disciplines are used to deal with
packet visitors in addition to share CPU time among both procedures and many others the primary reason of scheduling
algorithms are to reduce useful resource starvation and to make sure equity to the utilizing the assets. Scheduling deals
with the hassle of determining which of the high-quality requests is to be allotted sources there are numerous exclusive
scheduling algorithms. This paper analyses different scheduling algorithms.
Key Words: Resource allocation, Packet based Priority, Virtualization, Activity Based Costing, Weighted Round Robin,
and Virtual Machine.
Introduction
Cloud Computing Features are enticing to several organizations owing to its measurability, easy management and low
prices. Cloud migration makes easier the adoption of versatile cloud computing. Cloud migration is that the
methodology within which moves knowledge, application and alternative business connected ideas from organization
computers to cloud or from one cloud to a different cloud. Cloud migration will shows several challenges and lift
security level, however cloud computing will facilitate to company by providing profit of knowledge movableness,
platform measurability, high availableness, improve accessibility and effective resource allocation, cut back cost of
capital that cloud primarily based computing offers to cloud users. The migration of applications to cloud computing
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should be worn out a scientific manner. Current enterprise applications should be totally confirm that workloads will
profit most from early migration to the cloud. Whereas migration completely different parameters have to be compelled
to be keep into mind that are prices of migration, application design, application performance and availableness, security
and privacy necessities and restrictive necessities. Recently cloud computing has gained lot of attention as an eminent
way which brings the communicational services as utility. In order to provide these services there is a need of using Data
centers properly and productively which are dynamic under work load circumstances. The crucial element of cloud
computing is Data centers. In a single data center, numerous virtual servers run at any time instance, host many tasks and
receive batches of task request. A batch of incoming tasks is fulfilled only when few target servers are noticed. Task
Scheduling influences the cloud service provider performance. Most of the scheduling approaches gives perfect
solutions, fast access and deterministic when used in optimization. Scheduling algorithms are used for distributing
resources which concurrently and asynchronously request them. Scheduling disciplines are applied in routers as well as
operating systems, disk drivers, printers and moist embedded systems. The starvation of resource reduction is the main
motive of scheduling and decision to the problem is provided by scheduling approach.
Algorithms used:
Priority Packet Scheduling Algorithm
Scheduling packets are considered as task scheduling that prioritizes Wireless Sensor Application at sensor nodes. The
three class priority packet scheduling scheme [1] has several nodes, where each node maintains in queue at three levels
for three different types of data. Data classification includes real-time (highest or priority1), non-real-time remote
packets (priority2), and non-real-time local packets (lowest priority 3). Priority 2 arrives packet from the sensors nodes at
lower levels and lowest priority 3 senses the packets at the current sensor node. This scheme predicts that nodes are
organized virtually. The same hop distance from the base station to the nodes indicates that they are located at the same
level. Time Division Multiple Access Scheme is used for nodes which are at different level. This scheme is more for
heterogeneous WSN applications. This is because the transmission occurs for both real time and non-real time data. The
nature of packet is inserted into the header of packet, when a sensor transmits the data to BS.
Dynamic Resource Scheduling: As there are many computers with mutable capabilities, resource scheduling is a
difficult process in the environment of cloud computing. Resource allocation task is scheduled [2] for the process which
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gives the available resources and user preferences. The computing resources can be allocated according to the rank of
job. DRS is an automatic management approach that could dynamically adjust Virtual Machines (VM) allocation to the
Physical Machines (PM). It deals with the efficiency and performance of the cloud data center. DRS strategy has two
distinct parts. Correctness in Estimation of VM resource requirements (VM changes dynamically) and proper estimation
of VM resource requirements (applies VM migration strategies). Proper estimation helps to achieve efficient PM
resource utilization. In short, this method shows when and where to migrate the VMs. It uses Single Exponential
Smoothing (SES) algorithm which will estimate the overload of PM. Vector Projection (VP) solves VM placement
problem. This method initially applies prediction method that avoids triggering unnecessary migration and finally applies
novel vector projection method that ensures VM with low cost and faster execution.
Enhanced Weighted Round Robin (EWRR) Scheduling Algorithm
Enhanced Weighted Round Robin algorithm is coordinated with VM reuse strategy [3], live migration and DVFS
technique. This integration will maximize the energy saving in data centers. It is basically used in time-sharing systems
and it is specialized for its implementation ease, non-starvation and less wait times. Open source such as CloudSim and
Cloud Report [4, 5, 6] is available for EWRR model implementation. EWRR mechanism allots priorities to different
queues. It uses fair selection interval with delay (insignificant) between all functioning queues [7]. In this scheduling
algorithm, a weighting coefficient queue states the total number of tasks the scheduler delivers from the queue. This
occurs before it moves to the corresponding queue. For each queue, tasks are forwarded till the specification of number
limits given by the queue’s weighting coefficient [8, 9]. This methodology minimizes processing capacity [10].
Pre emptable Shortest Job Next Algorithm
Pre-emptable Shortest Job Next Algorithm is proposed in a private cloud [11]. Combination of the pre-emption
technique of Round Robin algorithm with shortest process next algorithm gives cost benefits and improves the response
time and execution time. This algorithm provides an effective communication frame work between broker and virtual
machine for assigning the task and fetching the result in optimum time. Scheduling over virtual machine as well as over
cloudlets and retransmission of cloudlets are the basic building blocks of the Pre-emptable Shortest Job Next Algorithm.
Optimized Activity Based Costing Algorithm: In cloud computing, traditional ways for task scheduling cannot
measure the cost of cloud resources accurately. There may be no relationship between the overhead application base and
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the way that different tasks cause overhead costs of resources in cloud system. The traditional way for task scheduling
cannot meet the cloud market well enough. An optimized algorithm ABC (Activity Based Costing) for scheduling the
process in Cloud Computing decreases the total actual time that need to schedule the task. [12] The traditional task based
scheduling algorithm is compared with the optimized algorithm. The aim of this optimized algorithm is to gain more
profit when compared to the traditional ones. The Activity Based Costing (ABC) is the scheduling algorithm of
measuring the object cost as well as the performances of activities. The Activity Based Costing (ABC) actually works on
an optimized way of resource allocation in cloud computing which focuses on an optimized activity based costing
algorithm in order to get an optimized solution for every single user requirement in order to profit more than those in
traditional ones.
Smart DRS Algorithm
Virtualization is that the ability to flexibly remap physical resources to virtual servers so as to handle the resource
distribution. Thus virtual machine is that the basic unit in cloud information centre. The load of virtual machine
perpetually changes because of the requirements of applications. So as to enhance the resource utilization and cut back
power energy, information centre needs associate in nursing automatic, fast and dynamic resource planning strategy that
treats virtual machine as a planning unit to balance load and consolidate servers. The two steps dynamic resource
scheduling strategy, named Smart DRS [13], which fits cloud data centre well and strikes a balance between efficiency,
cost and instantaneity. A prediction technique based on Single Exponential Smoothing (SES) algorithm and a novel and
efficient migration algorithm based on Vector Projection was applied. Smart DRS employs prediction techniques based
on Single Exponential Smoothing (SES) Algorithm which is a kind of weighted moving average sequence data process
method to judge whether PMs will overload. Upon prediction, it then employs a novel methodology based on Vector
Projection (VP) arithmetic which solves Virtual Machine placement problem.
Ant Colony Optimization
Efficient scheduling of the process to heterogeneous processors for any application is important so as to attain high
performance. Finding a possible schedule for a given task set to a group of heterogeneous processors while not
surpassing the capability of the processors, in general, is NP Hard. A possible schedule of a task assault heterogeneous
processors guaranteeing load equalization across the processors is important. The non uniformity of the processors is
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modelled by assumptive different completely utilization times for an equivalent task on different processors. The
essential plan for Ant colony optimisation [14] is to simulate the hunting behaviour of Ant Colonies. Once a bunch of
ants tries to go looking a food, they use a secretion (chemical) to speak with one another. The Ant Colony optimisation
(ACO) primarily based changed algorithmic program is enforced in planning however in grid surroundings and planned
the changed secretion rule. ACO primarily based algorithmic program is planned to schedule the information intensive
usage that more mixed with usage centrical and system centrical edges.
Scheduling with Parallel Genetic Algorithm
In the clouds such as Infrastructure as a Service cloud the crucial task is resource scheduling.
Resource scheduling is a key process for clouds such as Infrastructure as a Service cloud. To make the most efficient use
of the resources, an optimized scheduling algorithm is used to achieve the optimization or sub optimization for cloud
scheduling problems. The possibility to place the Virtual Machines in a flexible way to improve the speed of finding the
best allocation on the premise of permitting the maximum utilization of resources can be achieved by Parallel Genetic
Algorithm. An algorithm which was devised to solve the problem of Unbalance Assignment [15] to achieve the
maximum efficiency is given. Parallel Genetic Algorithm (PGA) improves performance and scalability. It can be
implemented on parallel mainframes and heterogeneous computers. This algorithm helps in finding the best possible
scheduling sequence on IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) cloud giving better results than Rank algorithm, Round Robin
algorithm and greedy technique. Algorithm that contains three main steps, firstly system sets an idle resource and Virtual
Machine (VM) list, update each time Virtual Machine (VM) requests occur. Secondly run Parallel Genetic Algorithm
(PGA) to get optimal allocation sequence. Thirdly allot physical machines to VM requests.
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